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ABSTRACT. The author uses a method of J. Diestel to show that an Or-

licz space is WCG when X is, assuming a standard hypothesis
on 4>. The proof depends upon the Davis-Figiel-Johnson-Peíczyñski fac-
torizatíon lemma and a criterion for weak compactness in L (p,X) sta-

ted recently by F. Bomba1. Similar results are obtained for spaces of
Bochner and Pettis integrable functions, and for the space of conti-
nuous functions on an Eberlein compactum, using tensor product repre-

sentations of these spaces.
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Our purpose is to show that certain Banach spaces of X-valued

functions are weakly compactly generated ( WCG ),,for a WCG Banach

space X. We start with Orlicz spaces. If * , y are a pair of comple-

mentary Young functions, (fl, l, u) is a finite measure space and X

is a Banach space, I^tu^X) stands for the space of measurable func¬
tions f: fl —^ X such that , for some k>0:

(kf) <+ oo ,

where:

Mt(f| = | <MIIfII) du .

L^(upc) is a Banach space ( via the obvious identifications )
endowed with the norm:

m* IIU- í1/k: k>0 and M^(kf)<1).

This norm is known to be equivalent to:

II f II ^ ■ sup { | ||f|| h du : hGL^Íu) and M^thlSl)

{ see [11 for more details, and f 61 for references ).

We say that $ satisfies the A2~condition when:
.. *(2u) .

lim -■ ■ <+ ce.

U-k» * (u)

If X has Radon-Nikodfm property ( RNP ) and <fr satisfies Aj-
condition, L^(u,X)* is topologically isomorphic to L^íp pe*) ( see
[1J4.b for comments ). In the following, we suppose that * satis-

fies A2“Condition. First, we State:
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LEMMA: If^ X, V are Banach spaces and T: X ■■ > Y is a bounded

linear operator with dense range, the operator:

S: L U,Y) > L ÍM,X)
$ 9

f T°f

ls bounded and has dense ranqe.

Proof. The boundedness of S follows from that of T and from

the solidity of LuXemburg norm:

II |£|||<,< N iglll^ holds for f,gGLt(u,X) with II f II «51 gil .

Simple functions are dense in L^(w,X) ( Diestel, ( 3] ), and
lt suffices for us to see that T(Y)-valued simple functions are

dense in the subspace of X-valued ones. Henee, it is sufficient to

approximate a function of type xxft, “ith xSX, ASE, by some Tyxft,
with yeY. We only point out that, choosing t>0 with *(t)<u(A)_\
and putting k = tllxll-1, we have:

♦ (llkxll) < —?— ,

P (A)

and thus:

M*(1cxxAI * 1 '

and finally:

— -

v >ii|xxaIII*-t k

F. Bombal has stated in [11 a criterion for o(L+(u,X),L(u,X*))-
relatlve sequential compactness of a subset KcL (u,X) in case X has

9

RNP. The conditions are:

i) K is norm bounded.
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ii) For each EGE , the set:

K(E) m: fGK)

is weakly relatively compact in X.

iii) For each geL^lu.X*):

lim sup
p(E)-*0 fSK „

g> du = 0.

Using this criterion and the Lemma, we obtain, following the

method of [ 4]:

PROPOSITION 1: If X is WCG, L.(u,X) is WCG.
— $

Proof. There exlsts a reflexive Banach space Y and a bounded

linear operator T: Y ^ X with dense range. This is a consequence

of the Davis-Figiel-Johnson-Pelczyfiski factorization lemma ( l 2),

Corollary 3 ). By the Lemma, we can restrict ourselves to the refle¬

xive case.

Consider now the set:

K • txxA: ASE, llxllsl)

which is total in L (u,X). We apply the above criterion to check

veak relative comoactness ( here, L ;u,X*) is the dual of L^(m,X),
and Eberlein-Smulian theorem gives the equivalence of the different

notions of compactness ¡. K is norm bounded by the remark we have

made to finish the proof of the Lemma. If EG£:

K (E) = {xu (EOk) : llxllí!, AGE)

is bounded, and henee weakly relatively compact. Finally, if g be-

longs to L < u,X*l:
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sup
f£K 1 E

I <f,g> dy = sup {] <x,g{ai)> dy(u>): llxll<l, ASÍ).
‘E 'EDA

Using Young's inequality:

and we have finished.

The proof of Proposition 1 gives as a particular case Dies-

tel's proof ( see 1 4] ) for Lx(y,X). Nevertheless, L^(p,X) can be
shown to be WCG for a WCG Banach space X without using the facto-

rization lemma ñor any criterion of compactness, as we see next.

The key of the proof will be the identification of L^(p,X) and the
projective tensor product L^(u) O^X. We also remark that if Y sa-
tisfies the ñ2-condition> l*^(y,X) is reflexive when X is reflexive,
and the argument is sirapler, as in Diestel' proof for Lp(y,X), l<p<«>
( see [ 51 , VIII, 4.11 ).

PROPOSITION 2: Let X be a WCG Banach space. Then, L^(y,X) is
a WCG Banach space.

Proof. Consider che canonical bilinear mapping:

U: Lx(u)XX
(f ,x)

* (y, X)

> x B f ( = xf )

If C denotes the subset of L^fy) formed by the characteris-
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tic functions of sets of L and KcX is a weakly compact total sub¬

set of X, U(C X K) is total in L^(y,X), and we have finished if we
can show that it is relatively compact. C X K is weakly compact in

L^lylX X, and, using the Eberlein-Smulian theorem, it suffices to
show that U is sequentially continuous with respect to the weak to-

pologies of L^(y), X, L^(p,X).
The dual of L^(y,X) can de identified to the space of conti¬

nuous bilinear functionals on L^(y)X X. If X is such a functional,
converges weakly to x in X, and {f to f weakly in L^tu),

we can write:

The two last terms converge to zero for n-*-». On the other hand,

A((x -x,.) is a continuous linear functional on L,(y) for each n, and
n 1

the first term on the right hand side converges to zero because of

the Dunford-Pettis property of L^(y).

A similar argument can be used for the tensor product

which can be identified to the completion of the space P^(y,X) of
measurable functions f: Í2 > X which are Pettis integrable, endowed

with the norm:

|x*f| dy.II f II « sup
P1 II x*ll<l

Using the density of simple functions in P^(y,X), we only
need to show that the canonical bilinear map is weak-weak sequen¬

tially continuous, and for this, it suffices to use the represen-

tation of the dual (L^(y)X)* by integral bilinear functionals
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and to apply the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem. Thus:

PROPOSITION 3¡ If X is a WCG Banach space, P^UfX) is a WCG
Banach space.

Xn the same way the case C(K)®£X can be treated, and the fol-
lowing is obteined:

PROPOSITION 4: If^ X is a WCG Banach space and K is an Eber-
lein compactum, C(K,X) is a WCG Banach space.
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